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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper k will denote an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p and, unless otherwise stated, G will denote X(2, p”), the 
set of all 2 by 2 matrices of determinant one over a finite field of p” 
elements. The main aim of this paper is to construct a number of infinite 
families of periodic kG-modules by constructing various almost split 
sequences. Denote by Q(kG) the Auslander-Reiten (AR) quiver of the 
group algebra kG and let Qs(kG) be its stable subquiver (see [Ri]). If 
Ind(kG) (Ind,(kG)) denotes the set of all indecomposable (non-projective) 
kG-modules, denote by S!(M) the almost split sequnce ending in M where 
ME Ind,(kG). 
The graph Q(kG) is intimately connected with the almost split sequences. 
For the purposes of this paper we explain this as follows. Let 
d(M): O-+tM+E-+M-+O 
be the unique almost split sequence nding in M and let E g Lly= 1 EF be a 
direct sum decomposition. Then 
Q(kG)g u Q,w, 
ME Ind,p(kC) 
where QM is the subgraph 
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Now let P E Syl,(G) be given by 
and let B = N,(P) where B= P.T, T being given by 
{ (6 [!!,) IO # t E GF( p”)}. Since Syl,(G) is a T.I. set we can apply the Green 
correspondence to obtain a stable equivalence of module categories which 
we denote by 
mod kG &Z mod kB. 
g 
We can extend this equivalence in a natural way to the stable quivers 
&(kG) and QJkB) to obtain an isomorphism of graphs 
f: Q.&W + Qs(W (g: Q&B) + QsW)). 
Our approach then is as follows. Let VE Ind,(kG) be irreducible and 
periodic and let Q(V) be the connected component of Q.(kG) containing 
V. We consider the connected component Q(fv) of Qs(kB) containing the 
Green correspondent of V, fv, noting that f: Q(V) + Q(fV) is an 
isomorphism of graphs. Now by constructing the sequence J&‘(P), using 
the techniques in [Gr], we can construct the component Q(p) giving an 
explicit k-basis for each module. As a result of this it is seen that 
Q( V E QW’, E I ZA,,/(r*“-‘) p=2 ZA /(t’““-“/2), cc P odd, 
A, being the infinite diagram 0 2 = 2 -. The fact that Q(V) is of 
type A, is predicted in [HPR] and also in Theorem F of [W]. For further 
reading the reader is referred to papers of K. Erdmann [E, , E2] where she 
looks at filtrations of projective modules and certain periodic modules in 
“blocks of type SL,.” 
2. SOME MODULES 
In this section we look at the projective and irreducible modules and, in 
particular, describe the group action on the Green correspondents of the 
irreducible kG-modules. As a point of notation we will write 
z(a)= :, 4 EP, 
( > 
t 0 
t= 
( > 
0 t-l ET. 
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For a module M, denote by P(M) and I(M) its projective cover and injec- 
tive hull, respectively. For M having no projective summands QM will 
denote its image under the syzygy functor. Recall that MZ P(M)/244 and 
Z(M)/MgSZ-‘M. We shall be using the fact that, for ME Ind,(kG), 
~Mz SZ’M [AR21 since kG is a symmetric algebra. Finally let C(M) and 
Hd(M) denote the socle and head of A4. 
kB-Modules 
For O<b<p”-2 define p,:B-+k * by p,(~(a) .t) = tb and let Sb be 
the corresponding irreducible kB-module. Set Ub := P(S,). Then 
{S, 1 O<b<p”-23, {U, 1 O<b<p”-2) are full sets of irreducible, 
projective indecomposable kB-modules. Note that S, g k,, the trivial 
kB-module. Let ME mod kB, 0 <b d p” - 2 and let (m,, . . . . m,} be a 
k-basis for M. We form the tensor product MQS, which has k-basis 
(mi@sb 1 i= 1, . . . . t} where 0 #s, E Sb. For each me M write the 
corresponding element m 0 sb E MO S, as m @ b. The following is easy to 
verify. 
PROPOSITION 1. For ME mod kB, 0 < b d p” - 2: 
(a) Mpg (M@ sb)P; 
(b) P(M@ S,) z P(M) @ Sb and, in particular, U, 0 Sb = Uo+h since 
S,@SbgS,+,; 
(c) fhi’f@s,~~(~@S,); 
(d) Each 8: A4 + N induces a map 
80 1,: d’f@ sb -+ NO s,, m@b+8(m)@b 
satisfying Ker(B)@S,=Ker(B@l,) andIm(8)@Sb=Im(8@1,). 
kG-Modules 
Let V/E mod kG be given by 4: G + GL(dim, V, k) and, for iE Z, let 
$i~ Aut(G) be the pi-power Frobenius automorphism. Define Vi’ to be the 
kG-module given by q50tii. Note that Vcn)g V since $“= 1,. Let 
R = k[X, Y] be the polynomial ring in two variables and define a G-action 
on R by 
=f(aX+ cY, bX+ dY). 
We now describe the irreducible kG-modules. For p > 0 let V(p) denote the 
(p + 1 )-dimensional subspace consisting of all homogenous polynomials 
f~ R of degree p. If, for each 0 < i ,< p, we set U,(p) = X’Y@- i then clearly 
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{ ui(l*) I i=O~ .-9 P} is a basis for V(p). Furthermore [Br, Sect. 301, for 
0 < p < p - 1, V(,u) is an irreducible kG-module. Since we shall be 
interested in the Green correspondent of the irreducible kc-modules we 
give the B-action: 
to U,(p)= (txi)(t-‘Yyi= t*‘-Yqp), (1) 
z(a)0 U,(p)=X’(aX+ Yy-’ 
aj$yv- i-i 
P--i p-j 
= C ( 
j=o J 
) aj. ui+j(P). (2) 
Now, for O<A<p”- 1, let A=C;:A 3Ljpj (O<lj<p- 1) be the unique 
p-adic decomposition. Define 
L(1) = @ Y(qj’. (3) 
j=O 
Then [Br, Sect. 30 J (L(A) 1 L = 0, . . . . p” - 1 } is a full set of irreducible 
kG-modules. Clearly 
n-1 
dim,L(A)= n (Aj+ 1). 
j==O 
(4) 
We further associate to each such A. 
Z(A) = {i = (io, . . . . in-l) I W&&,}; 
1=(&, . . ..n.-,)Ez(l); 
n-1 
h: Z(A) -+ { 0, . . . . p” - 1 }, h(i) = c ijpj. 
j=O 
Let us equip Z(A) with a partial ordering; say i d j iff i. < jo, . . . . i, _, <j,, _ 1. 
Clearly 0 (A) are minimal (maximal) elements of Z(I) with respect to this 
ordering and h(h) = A. For each i E Z(l) define 
U,(n)= Uio(IO)‘o’O “’ 0 U,~,(n,~,)‘n~l’EL(~). (5) 
Clearly {U,(n) ( iEZ(;1)) is a k-basis for L(A) with the B-action, 
toUi(il)=t~U,(lo)'o'@ ... @tOUi”~,(lZ,~l)(n--l) 
= pO-~oU,(~o)(0)~ . . .~p-l-~~-I)p”-’ . Ui”.&-,)(n-‘) by (1) 
= p(i)-” . U,(A), (6) 
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= “G’ ‘3, (“,i, ‘-) aJmpm ~;m+~im(&J(m) by (4) 
m=O Im=O 
(7) 
where 
Note the similarity between (1) and (6) and between (2) and (7). This gives 
us a good “handle” by which we can examine in more detail these modules. 
The following is of some use. 
LEMMA 2. For each 0 < 3, < p” - 1 L(A), is indecomposable. Furthermore 
L(p”- l)BZ Uo. 
Proof For 0 <I < p” - 1 the lemma follows by applying the Green 
correspondence since L(A), has no projective summands (by con- 
siderations of dimension). For A = p” - 1, (4) tells us that 
dim,L(p” - 1) = p” and so L(p”- l)B r U,, some 0 f a Q p”- 2, since 
L(p” - 1) is projective. Now C( U,) E S, so it is sufficient to show that 
C(L(p”- l)B)Z&. However z(a)~U,.P,(p”-l)=t~U,._,(p”-l)= 
u pm_I(pn- 1) and we deduce that S,rk~U,._,(p”-- 1)~ 
Z(L( p” - 1 )B) z S, as required. 1 
From now on we shall put U, = L( p” - l)B and set U, = U, @ S,, 
Ofa<p*-2. 
LEMMA 3. For O<l<p”- 1, 
(a) P(L(I),) 2 U-, 
@I Z(L(~),)~ U,. 
Proof: For A = p” - 1 the result follows from Lemma 2 so we shall 
assume 1< p"- 1. 
(a) Define dl: U-, + L(A)B 
Ui(p”-l)O -~-, 
y(i) ’ ui(n), i<k 
o 
otherwise, 
where 
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A few calculations show that 4, is a well-defined k&epimorphism and, 
since UP n is indecomposable, this completes part (a). 
(b) Similarly, dz: L(A), + U, 
U,(n)+ Ui+,.PrP,(ZJ”-l)@l 
is a well defined kZ?-monomorphism. 1 
In particular we see that L(A)B is simple headed and has a simple socle 
since C( U,) E Hd( U,) z S,. From Lemma 3 we see that 
Hd(L(i),) z S-i., 
xqL(A),) =” s,. 
(8) 
(9) 
As a further corollary, 
QL(I),~Ker(#,)=ksp{Ur(p”- l)@ -2 1 i 4 h}, (10) 
SZ-‘L(~),~Coker(~,)=ksp{Ui(p’- l)@n 1 iEZ(p”- l)}, (11) 
where ~i(p”- l)@n= Ui(p”- l)@n + Im(&). 
Call 0 d 3, < p” - 1 almost perfect if Ai = p - 1 for all but one of the 1;s. 
That is, 1= (p - 1, . . . . p, p - 1, . . . . p - 1) where p # p - 1. For notational 
convenience we shall write: 
U(i) = Ui( p” - 1 ), ioZ=Z(p”- 1). 
The following theorem seems to be part of folklore but in the proof we 
show that, for L(A) periodic, 
WI), = L(n),@ s,u, where a depends on 1. (12) 
THEOREM 4. L(A) is periodic iff A is almost-perfect. 
Proof: Suppose L(1) is periodic. Then a theorem of Carlson [C] says 
that p’-’ 1 dim,L(1) where I is the p-rank of G. However, PE Syl,(G) is 
elementary abelian of order p” and so I= n. Now dim, L(A) = nl:d (Aj + 1) 
by (4) implying that Aj = p - 1 for all but one of the j’s. That is, A is 
almost-perfect. 
Conversely, assume 2 is almost-perfect and that h. = (p- 1, . . . . p, . . . . p- 1) 
such that h(3L)=Cr=&+,p’(p-l)+pp’=p”-l-(p-l-p)p’. Let 
V(p, r) = L(A),. We show there exists an isomorphism 
(13) 
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so that in particular I+, r), and hence L(A), is periodic with period p” - 1. 
Define a map 
+I1 p”-1-(p+l)p’ p”-1 -’ i II I i .U(i+(p+l)p’)@ -1, i,<p--1-p 
0 otherwise. 
We must check that 0 is well defined. Suppose o(i)@2 = 0, that is, 
U(i) @ 1 E Im(&) as given in Lemma 3. By definition, i 3 (0, . . . . p - 1 - p, 
0 , . . . . 0) implying i, 2 p - 1 - p and so 0( o(i) @ 1, @ 2pr+ ‘) = 0. Clearly 0 is 
injective. Now U(i) @ -A E Q V(p, r) iff i 4 k = (p - 1, . . . . p, . . . . p - l), by 
(lo), iff i, > p + 1 and so 0 is surjective. Routine but tedious calculations 
show that 0 is indeed a k&isomorphism, hence Sz-‘V(p, Y) 0 Szp,+l r 
QV(p, Y). Applying Sz to this we see that 
.Iz*lqp, r)~Q(Q-‘V(p, r)@s2p’+‘)z V(p, Y)@s2p’+l 
(by Proposition l(c)) as required. 1 
For each i E Z, 1= p” - 1 - (p - 1 - ,u)p’ almost-perfect, let 
i’=i+p”- l-k=i+(p-l-p)p’ (ifi,<p), 
i*=i+(p+l)pr (if i, d p - 2 - p), (14) 
i,=i-(p+l)p’ (if i, >, p + 1 ), 
whenever this makes sense, otherwise let U(i’) = U(i*) = U(i,) = 0. For 
each m E N, let 
U(m) = ii u,+,,/_ l)ffI 
/= 1 
and for each 1 dldm, iEI, put 
i(l)=(O, . . . . U(i)@A+2(1- l)p’+‘,O, . . . . 0)E U(m). 
We can now state the main theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let ;1 be almost-perfect as above. 
p=2 
p odd. 
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(b) The vertex set for Q(L(1)) can be written as 
{gV,,, (a=O, . . . . 2”- l,mEN}, p=2 
and (gV,,,Ia=O,...,(p”-1)/2+1,mE~}), p odd, where in both case,s 
gV,,, EL(~), VU,mr V0,mOS20Pp’+~, anddim,V,,,=m.(p+ I).p”-‘. 
(c) A( V,.,) is as .follows: 
(i) O-, Vo+l.l+ Vu,2+ V,.,-,O, m=l, 
(ii) O+ Vo+l.m+ Vo,m+10 Vu+l,m-l + V,,,+O,m32. 
(d) V,,, < U(m) = Z( V,,,) and has the following k-basis: 
{i’(l)) Ofiel, I= 1, . . . . m} 
u (q= O’(.s)+y~‘.p”-l*(s+1)~s=1,...,m-1}u(w~=O’(m)}, 
where y=(,~;i). 
The component Q(L(/2)) then, takes the form of a “one ended” infinite 
cylinder, part of which we show 
g v3.4 g v2.4 g v1.4 g vo.4 
/1 L 7 L 7 L /* L 
gv4.3 gv3.3 gv*,3 gv1.3 svo.3 
L 7 L 7 I 7 L /* 
g v4.2 gv3.2 gv2.2 gv*,, 
7 L 7 L /T L 7 L 
gv5.1 SV4,’ gv,,, gv2.1 gv1.1 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES 
Set A = kG (A can be any symmetric algebra for this construction) and 
let U: A + k be its associated k-map. For ME Ind,(A), d(M) can be 
realised as the top line in the diagram 
O+zM-,E-+M+O 
for some 8: M --* P,, where E is the pullback (P,, 13, pl). Here 
PI 4” PO -Go M is a minimal projective presentation (m.p.p.) and 
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rM 2 Q2Mz Ker(p,). The question is, for what 0 is (E): 0 + TM -+ E + 
M + 0 almost split. 
In their definitive paper [ARl, Sect. 3) Auslander and Reiten give a con- 
dition for (E) to be almost split which involves the “Ext” group 
Exta(M, tM). In [Gr], Green restates this in terms of the dual of the 
endomorphism algebra of M. He defines a k-linear map 
T,: End,(M) -+ k 
such that 8 induces an almost split sequence iff 
To Z 0, 
T,(W End,(M)) = 0, 
(15) 
(16) 
where 9 denotes the radical. Furthermore, such a 8 can be chosen such 
that Ker(B) is a maximal submodule of M (Ker(0) < M). We briefly 
describe this construction. 
Since PO= P(M) is projective we may write PO= LIT=, Ae, = 
As, 0 . . . 0 As,, where si = (0, . . . . ei, . . . . 0), ei a primitive idempotent. Given 
8: M -+ P, define (t 1, . . . . t,)s E LIy= l(DM)e, by setting ti = [,8, where 
ci~ DP, is given by [,(a.~,) = 6,. @(a). (Here D = Hom,( , k)- the k-dual). 
Finally put ci = po(s,) and define, for r] E End,,(M), 
To(v)=t,v(c,)+ ... +t,Ac,). (17) 
The fact that Ker(B) < . M not only narrows down our choice of 8 but also 
makes the construction of the pullback, as mentioned above, much easier. 
Proof of the Theorem. We use induction on m, constructing &( VO,,) 
and obtaining V,,, + I as a direct summand of the middle term. Set 
VO., =Im(&) as defined in the proof of Lemma 3(b) and let 
V := Q*“V,,,. Then VO1gV(p,r) and Vale V0,@S20p~+~ by (13). Note 
thii V,,, also ‘satisfies part (d) of the theorem. Now consider the pullback 
Since V,,l is simple headed by (8), Si?V,,, is the unique maximal submodule 
and so, for the top sequence to be almost split, Green’s construction allows 
us to choose 8, such that Ker(B,) = %!V,,, . Schur’s lemma allows that any 
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such 8i will suffice and by considering the composition 
vo,, + H4 VW) + = Z(P( VO,i)) we can define 0, explicitly by 
i=O 
otherwise. 
We define rc, as follows. Since P(S~V,,,)~P(S~~‘V,,,)OS,,+I 
(Proposition l(b)) and P(sZ-‘V,,,)zU, by (11) we deduce that 
P(QV,,,)E U;.+&f+l. Let rc, be the composite 
noting that Ker(rr,) = Vo,, 0 Szpl+l g V,,, . Explicitly, 
711: ~w21/,,,)+~(voJ) 
U(i)@A+2p’+’ -y*(i)- U(i*)O -1, 
(18) 
where. 
The middle term E, in the pullback is 
which, as a sum of k-spaces is Ker(B,)@ Ker(n,)@k- (U(O’)@i, 
Y ~1’u(p”-1*)@A+2p’+’ ) (since y*(p”- l,)= y) which is equal to 
&TV,,, @ V,,, Ok * wf, Setting Vo,* = E, we see that the k-basis is as in part 
(d) of the theorem. We will show later that V,,, is indecomposable. Since 
v,,, z V,JQ Szop’+l the above pullback construction shows that 
0-r vu+,., + v,,, 0 &f+ --, v,,, --* 0 
is the s.e.s. &( V,,,). Consequently we define Vu,, : = Vo,z 0 Szapr+ I. 
We now assume that Theorem 5(c), (d) holds for all 1 <s < m. That is, 
(i) Vo,, has the desired k-basis. 
(ii) If the s.e.s. 0 -+ V,.,- , + Es-, + Vo,s_ I -+ 0 is almost split then 
E 3-I = VllJO Vl.s--2. 
(iii) There exist indecomposable modules V,,3 GZ Vo,s @ Szapr+ L satis- 
fying Theorem 5(c). 
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Consider the pullback 
O- I’,,,- E, - I’,, -0 
II I Pm 
(19) 
o- v,.,- wJ~0,,)7;;;;‘~(~0.,)- ~o,m+O 
Recalling Lemma 2 it is easy to show that Z’( V,,,) = zy= I k * p” - l(j) 2 
LI~:O’ S,+2j,,,+~ and from this we deduce that 
m-1 
P(Q-‘V,,,)~I(V,,,)r LI u;,+2jp’+L := U(m). (20) 
/=O 
Therefore P(Q V,,,) g P(O- ’ I’,,,) Q Szp,+ I r U(m) @ S,,+ I by Proposi- 
tion l(b) and (20) above. Let us now make the identification 
n-Q ~0.m )/~,.m = Q ~0.m G 0 V0.m) 
and define rc,: P(QVo,,) -+ P( V,,,) by 
~,(i(l)@2p’+‘)=i(Z)@2pr+‘+ V,., (21) 
making Ker(rc,) = I’,,,. Now define 
0,: v0.m + P( V0.m) 
by 
i’(l) -+ 0, i#O,I=l,...,m 
WY -+ 0, s = 2, ..,, m 
,ty + y ~ 1 * p”-1*(1)02pr+1+ v,.,. 
Note that Ker(B,) < . Vo.,; we shall assume that 8, induces the desired 
almost split sequence, proving this later in Section 4. Now, 
contains the submodules Ker(0,) 0 Ker(n,) z LO V,,, (L = Ker(B,)!) 
and (~7, b), where t3,(~;l)=y~‘~p”-1*(1)@2p~+~ + V,,,. Therefore we 
may let b=y~‘.p”-l*(l)O2p~+‘. Define 
$1: L+ ~O,IO~l,m-1, 
i(s) -+ (0, i(s - 1) @ 2p’+ ‘), s# 1, (22) 
i( 1) + (U(i) 0 1, 0). 
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This is a kSisomorphism (it is instructive to show that $, does not extend 
to a kBisomorphism $;: V,., -+ I’,,, @ Vi,, ,). We have now shown that 
E,,, contains a maximal submodule isomorphic to WV,,, @ Vi,+, @ Yl.m. 
Now define a map 
(W~,Y~-J’p”-1*(1)02pr+‘)~,v;l+‘, 
U(i)@I*-ti(l), W)C3AEBVo,,, 
(23) 
i(s)@2p’+‘+i(s+ l), i(s)@2p’+‘E V,,,. 
Again, $2 is a kll-isomorphism and combining (22), (23) we see that 
Emr VO,~+I 0 Vi,,+, and that V,,,, , has the desired k-basis. Since 
va.m z v,,, 0 s2(# + 1 by induction the above pullback construction shows 
that 
is almost split. Defining I/,,, + i := V,,, + i @ SZop~+ I completes the proof of 
parts (c) and (d). For parts (a), (b) we note that, for p= 2, 
7aV0,m =" v,,, 0 say+2 E VO,m iff 2” - 1 ) a whilst for p odd z~V~,~ E V,., iff 
(p” - 1)/2 1 a. Finally dim, I’,,, = dim,V(p,r)=(p+l)p”P’ by (4) and 
dim, V,,, = m . (p + 1 )p” ~ ’ follows by induction. 1 
We conclude this section with a few details about the quivers Q(kB), 
Q(kG). By a result of Webb [W], Q(k), decomposes into a number of sub- 
quivers each containing modules of a given complexity. These subquivers in 
turn decompose into various connected components and we have shown 
that to each periodic irreducible kG-module one can assign a connected 
component containing it (see the diagram at the end of Sect. 2). Now the 
bottom row of this component contains certain powers of the syzygy of 
L(I) (recall YL(n) g02”L(A) z gv,,,). In fact for p= 2 (G= SL(2,2”)) 
Q(L(J)) contains all powers whilst for p odd it contains just the even 
powers. So for p odd we assign two connected components, namely 
Q(L(n)) and Q(sZL(A)). Since LJ preserves almost split sequences up to pro- 
jective summands, Q(L(L)) E Q(CJL(L)) and clearly L?2u+‘L(i) occurs on 
the bottom row of Q(aL(1)) for all UEZ. Setting so(A) = Q(L(n)) and 
q,(A) = Q(!X(n)), the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A, A’ E { 1, . . . . p” - 1 } be almost-perfect such that A = 
p”-l-(p-1-p)p”, A’=p2-l-(p-l-v)pS. 
(a) For p = 2, q,(A) = ql(A) and q,,(A) = qO(l’) iff A= A'. 
(b) Forp~dd,q~(A)=q~(A’)ffi=j,A=A’, wherei,jE{O,lj. 
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Proof. Assume q J A) = qi( A’) and suppose i # j. By the previous remarks 
we can assume p is odd and we may assume that i = 0, j= 1. It follows that 
L(A)eq,(lZ’), hence L(A)BEfql(l’), and so L(~)zQ*“+~L(~‘) implying 
that I+, r)%QV(v,s)@Sz,p,+~ for some a E N. Taking dimensions gives us 
(p+l)p”-‘=p”-(v+l)p”-’ implying that v=p-p-2. In particular, v 
is even iff ~1 is odd from which we deduce that A is even iff I’ is odd. 
However, recalling that kB can be split into blocks of even and odd 
weights this forces L(1), and L(I’), into different blocks contradicting the 
fact that L(A), z Q2U+‘L(A’)B. 
We may assume then that i = j and so we must show that q,,(A) = qO(A’) 
implies Jti = 1’. Since L(A) E q,(A) = qO(A’) there exists UE N such that 
L(1), r Q*“L(A’), z L(A’) @ S20ps+I. Taking dimensions implies that 
(cl + 1 )p”- ’ = (v + 1 )p”- ’ and so p = v. Applying r = Q2 to both modules 
gives us 
L(l&),@s,,r+I 2 s(L(~),)~r(L(1’),OS*~~‘+i) 
rL(~‘),OS,,,+IOS,~+lrL(~).OS,,+I 
implying S,,r + Iz S2ps+ 1. Therefore, r = s and so J. = %’ as required. 8 
4. 0~ EndkB(Vo,,) 
In Section 3 we stated that V,,, is indecomposable for each 
0 ,< a < p” - 1, m E N and that 8, satisfied certain conditions equivalent to 
inducing an almost split sequence. To prove both assertions we examine 
the endomorphism algebra End& I’,,) showing that it is uniserial, thus 
local, so proving the first statement. Let E(m) denote the endomorphism 
algebra of the injective module U(m) z Z( V,,,). Since U(m) z 
IIy:i U1+Zjp,+l, any q E E(m) is determined by the m-tuple 
(q(O( l)), . . . . q(O(m))). Let q’ E EndJ VO.,). Since U(m) is injective we can 
extend q’ to some q E E(m) satisfying 
vll =r’. VO,!Z (24) 
Let EP(m) = End,,( I’,,,). We find it easier to work over kP and then 
restrict back to kB afterwards. For q E EP(m) define Cr,s~ k, 1 d r, s Gm, 
such that 
cdO(s)) 3 2 C,, .0(r) mod au(m). 
t-=1 
Clearly the C,, determine r] ({O(s) 1 1 <s < m} generates U(m) as a kP- 
module) and, to satisfy (24) we want I E I’,,, since { $7’ 1 1 d s d m} 
generates V,,, as a kP-module. 
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For i E Z let M(i) < U(m) denote the submodule spanned by elements of 
the form {j(r) ( j >i, r= 1, . . . . m]. In particular, M(0) =z%?iI(m) and 
M(0’) = BV,,,. The following is easily verified. 
LEMMA 7. Let q E EP(m), Crs~ k be given as above, Then 
r](i(s)) z f C,, . i(r) mod M(i). 
r=I 
Now for 1 <s<m, 
= f C,.O’(r)+M(O’)+ f y-lC,,.y+,p”-lJr)+M(p”-l,) 
,=I r=, 
by the above. Since p”- 1, $ 0’, implying that p” - l*(r)$M(O’), and 
M(p” - l*) d M(0’) it follows that 
V(WY)E 2 (C,,~0’(r)+C~,,+,~y-‘~p”-1,(r))+M(0’). 
r= 1 
For s=m, 
q(wz) = q(O’(m)) = f Crm*O’(r)+ M(0’). 
,= 1 
However, for q to satisfy (24), 
q(w,“) = i 6,. WY + M(O’), 1 <s<m,some b,,Ek. 
r=l 
Comparing (25), (26) with (27), 
crs=cr+l.s+,~ r,s<m, 
cm = 0, rem. 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
Therefore, each q E End& V,,,) is determined by a matrix C = (C,) of the 
form 
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where C, = Cj., . It is clear that End,,( VO,,) is uniserial with a unique chain 
of ideals 
O<~Z,<~Z,_,< . . . < . I, = EndkP( V,,,), 
where Z, corresponds to the set of matrices {(C,) 1 C,i~ I,, C, = 0 for 
1 <j< s - 1). Embedding End&V,,,) in End&V,,,) we see that 
End,,( V,,,) is uniserial and local. Hence VO., is indecomposable and it 
follows that V,,m g V,,, 0 SzuP,+l is as well. 
Finally we show that 8, induces an almost split sequence in (19). Recall 
that we must show (see (15), (16)) that To, #O and To,(Z2) =O. Clearly 
To,( 1) # 0 where 1 = 1 kh,m E End& VO,,). For q E Zz, 
T,,(~)=t,~(w;2)+ ... +tmr/(w;) 
=i,e??Aw+ . . . + (,e,q(M’;). 
Now Ker(8,) < .V,., and, in particular, WIT E Ker(0,) for s = 2, . . . . m. Since 
VEZ~, rl(w,“)rC~=:=,C,~.~‘~+M(o’) implying that 0,(~(w~))=O for all 
1 d s < m. Hence T,,(u) = 0 as required. 1 
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